
mission
Your mission should you choose 

to accept it - the new challenge 

from Sutcliffe Play



DID YOU 
KNOW...?

We have been supplying 
play equipment to UK 

local authorities for over 
60 years, we know 
how tough the kit 

needs to be!
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A little bit 
about us...
We have been supplying play 
equipment to UK local 
authorities for over 60 years, 
we know how tough the kit 
needs to be!



For a Free consultation and a quotation call 01977 653 200

1

mission: 
a contemporary, 
exhilarating play 
experience.
designed for older children, mission offers testing physical play opportunities. 
Focusing on climbing, traversing, and descending in unique ways, mission 
invites children to take part in high energy invigorating play. intended to keep 
them interested for extended playing time, it also keeps children active and fit.

mission is a fully modular play 
system with varying degrees of 
challenge, interspersed with resting 
surfaces, slides and glides. as well, 
there are also complementary individual 
play items such as a spring platform, 
curly stepping poles and a hammock. 

Hanging Glide - requiring upper body 
strength to hang, the glide runs down 
to a gentle stop spring, and a tether is 
incorporated to bring the trolley back to 
the start.

Banister rails - ergonomic design 
gives an exhilarating curving ride from 
a high platform.

Flexi Rings - individual flexible 
rubber hand rings provide a 
challenge that requires upper 
body strength.

Climbing Wall - curving surfaces and 
small well-spaced grips make this a 
challenging traverse and a link between 
platforms.

Ropes and Nets - incorporated are a 
range of rope play features, from a 
simple climbing rope to a twisting 
3d net. an inclined V net provides 
a tightrope like play experience.

Choose your own colours - standard 
colours for mission structural steel 
elements are Violet and Blue, but 
other colours can be used (prices 
on application).

Tough aluminium 
uprights have been 
developed with four 
internal ribs giving more 
flexibility & enabling 
dynamic play activities. 
Also used for the main 
uprights, chosen for its 
extreme durability in 
the ground.

Soft rubber has been 
used throughout. Main 
features are post & end 
caps with rings & grip 
ribs to provide safe 
‘holding on places’. 
A steel core ensures 
their durability.

Violet Blue
Platforms & Panels 
are constructed from 
a core of exterior quality 
plywood. Covered in 
our unique polyurethane 
(PU) coating, 3mm thick, 
it seals out moisture 
for a long life with no 
maintenance. It has a soft 
cushioning effect & the 
textured surface provides 
grip even when wet.

Personalise your mission...Stencilled cut out panels, on selected units, allow for customised wording to be used at no extra cost.
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Side Elevation

total 
height 
2.4m
deck 
heights 
1.8m

1.5m
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Ghost
Ghost is our biggest standard mission unit but we can go much bigger if you want! it 
incorporates a wide range of play experiences from strenuous climbing and agility through 
to exhilarating rides on the curved banister rails. Being large, with a random layout, it keeps 
kids interested for extended playing time, there is always something new and exciting 
round the next corner!

CZU004 Bark, sand fill 
CZW004 Rubber surfacing

saFetY surFacinG    Area 161.4m2    Perimeter 67m    HIC 1m/ 58.1m2

 HIC 1.5m/ 32.1m2    HIC 1.8m/ 17.9m2    HIC 2m/ 7.3m2

Scale - 1:250

18.5m

17m

Age Range 
6 - 12 years

Play Type 
physical, intellectual, social, 
imaginative, challenging, 
locomotor

Installation Time 
25 hours

Heaviest Component 
300kg

Total Weight 
1250kg

product speciFics

Play Value Elements

physical / locomotor 18
role & imaginative 1 
(chasing Games)
Total Elements 19

DID YOU 
KNOW...?

that Ghost is the 
biggest unit, it can 

have up to 30 children 
on at a time
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Protocol 
taking agility and upper body strength to the next level, protocol will challenge even 
the most confident child. testing hand-eye coordination, the unit also incorporates our 
innovative spring board for big air fun as well as somewhere just to sit and chill.

Age Range 
6 - 12 years

Play Type 
physical, intellectual, social, 
imaginative, challenging, 
locomotor

Installation Time 
22 hours

Heaviest Component 
250kg

Total Weight 
750kg

product speciFics

 
CZU013 Bark, sand fill 
CZW013 Rubber surfacing

saFetY surFacinG    Area 108.2m2    Perimeter 52.8m    HIC 1m/17m2    HIC 1.5m/7.8m2    HIC 1.8m/29.9m2    HIC 2.8m/55m2

Scale - 1:250

14.6m

10.9m Side Elevation

total 
height 
3.4m

deck 
heights 
1.8m
1.5m

Play Value Elements

physical / locomotor 15
role & imaginative 1 
(chasing games)
Total Elements 16
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Foxfire
designed around a small circular traverse, Foxfire is great for game playing and keeping off 
the ground. even at the end of the banister rails, it’s just a couple of quick steps back onto 
the unit. For those who don’t want to join in the game playing, the spin pole out on its own 
provides another distinct play space.

CZU012 Bark, sand fill 
CZW012 Rubber surfacing

Scale - 1:250

7.9m

11.6m

Side Elevation

total 
height 
3.4m

deck 
heights 
1.5m

Age Range 
6 - 12 years

Play Type 
physical, intellectual, social, 
imaginative, challenging, 
locomotor

Installation Time 
20 hours

Heaviest Component 
200kg

Total Weight 
600kg

product speciFics

saFetY surFacinG    Area 66.3m2    Perimeter 31.3m    HIC 1.5m/ 30.9m2    HIC 2m/7.4m2    HIC 2.8m/28.7m2

Play Value Elements

physical / locomotor 13
role & imaginative 1 
(chasing games)
Total Elements 14

DID YOU 
KNOW...?

The material on the 
panels is so tough it is 

also used on the 
buoys around the 
North Sea oil rigs
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deck 
heights

CZU010
CZU009

CZU011

1312

Climbing posts

Stepping poles

Side Elevation 
CZU009

total 
height 
2.5m

Side Elevation 
CZU010

total 
height 
2.8m

Side Elevation 
CZU011

total 
height 
3.1m

CZU005 two step poles 
CZU006 three step poles 
CZU007 Four step poles

product speciFics

Age Range 
6 - 12 years

Play Type 
physical, intellectual, social, 
imaginative, challenging,

Installation Time 
2 hours

Heaviest Component 
12kg

Total Weight 
CZU005 15kg 
CZU006 18kg 
CZU007 20kg

3.6m

3.6m

CZU005 
Scale - 1:250

4.4m

4.4m

CZU007 
Scale - 1:250

4m

4m
CZU006 
Scale - 1:250

4.8m

4m

CZU009 & CZU010 
Scale - 1:250

5.4m

4.6m

CZU011 
Scale - 1:250

Side Elevation 
CZU005

Side Elevation 
CZU006

Side Elevation 
CZU007

total 
height 
1.82m

total 
height 
2.17m

total 
height 
2.51m

this high platform is a for the brave, used to add a new challenge or connect 
units together.

these fun, curly, stepping poles can be arranged in a cluster of varying heights. use as 
standalone items or close up to the larger structure as linking or ascending elements.

CZU005

CZU006

CZU007

saFetY area 

Area Perimeter HIC

CZU005 10.7m2 11.5m 1.0m

CZU006 12.5m2 12.5m 1.2m

CZU007 15.2m2 13.8m 1.5m

product speciFics

Age Range 
6 - 12 years

Play Type 
physical, intellectual, social, 
imaginative, challenging

Installation Time 
4 hours

Heaviest Component 
12kg
Total Weight 
CZU009 20kg 
CZU010 21kg 
CZU011 22kg

 
CZU009 climbing posts 1.5 
CZU010 climbing posts 1.8 
CZU011 climbing posts 2.1 

saFetY area 

Area Perimeter HIC

CZU009 15.5m2 14.1m 1.5m

CZU010 15.5m2 14.1m 1.8m

CZU011 20m2 15.9m 2.1m

For a Free consultation and a quotation call 01977 653 200

Target
like its name, target has a centre to aim for and consists of a maze of random 
platforms at different heights. compact in design, it’s ideal for small spaces and 
incorporates our exhilarating curved banister rails, spin pole and challenging V net 
climber. make it to the centre and there are spaces to stand or sit and rest a while.

product speciFics

Age Range 
6 - 12 years

Play Type 
physical, intellectual, social, 
imaginative, challenging, 
locomotor
Installation Time 
18 hours

Heaviest Component 
120kg

Total Weight 
350kg

 
CZU015 Bark, sand fill
CZW015 Rubber surfacing

saFetY surFacinG    Area 55m2    Perimeter 31.6m    HIC 0.9m/10.4m2    HIC 1.5m/44.7m2

Side Elevation

total 
height 
3.4m

1.5m
1.2m
0.9m

Scale - 1:250

9.7m

9.2m

Play Value Elements

physical / locomotor 7
Total Elements 7
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Hammock
a proper hammock to give a gentle continuous rocking motion, ideal for a moments 
rest from mission! it is an ideal complement to the more active play available within the 
main play structure.

product speciFics

Age Range 
4 - 12 years

Play Type 
relaxing, social, imaginative

Installation Time 
4 hours

Heaviest Component 
12kg

Total Weight 
45kg

 
 
CZU002

Scale - 1:250

8.7m

4.3m

Side Elevation

total 
height 
1.34m

saFetY surFacinG    Area 31m2    Perimeter 21.7m    HIC 1m

1514

DID YOU 
KNOW...?

mission is modular. 
If you want a special 
unit just for you, give 

us a call
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Springboard
this low level platform mounted on 3 springs can be used in many ways, from a seat 
with added rocking motion, to a more dynamic springing activity. the careful placing of 
the springs allows for assisted jumping and acrobatics.

saFetY surFacinG    Area 48.8m2    Perimeter 30.6m    HIC 1m

Hang glide
the glide adds a compact exciting zip-line to any area. requiring upper body 
strength to hang from the rubber hand ring, the glide speeds down to a gentle stop 
spring, and a tether is incorporated to bring the trolley back to the start.

CZU014 Glide 10m

CZA105 spring platform

product speciFics

Age Range 
6 - 16 years

Play Type 
physical, intellectual, social, 
imaginative, challenging

Installation Time 
7 hours

Heaviest Component 
100kg

Total Weight 
140kg

product speciFics

Age Range 
6 - 12 years

Play Type 
physical, intellectual, social, 
imaginative, challenging

Installation Time 
2 hours

Heaviest Component 
10kg

Total Weight 
48kg

Scale - 1:250

13m
4m

Side Elevation

total 
height 
3.32m

Conspiracy
a long linear climb forms the backbone to this collection of complementary activities. 
there are resting and social spaces in the middle and at each end of the climbing wall, 
as well as a host of other activities along the way. curved banister rails provide a fun 
finish if you make it to the end!

 
CZU016 Bark, sand fill
CZW016 Rubber surfacing

saFetY surFacinG    Area 67.4m2    Perimeter 33.4m    HIC 1.8m/20.6m2    HIC 2.7m/46.8m2

Scale - 1:250

10.2m

9.7m

Side Elevation

total 
height 
3.4m

deck 
height 
1.5m

Scale - 1:250

6m

4m

Side Elevation

total 
height 
0.41m

saFetY surFacinG    Area 19.2m2    Perimeter 16.9m    HIC 1m

Play Value Elements

physical / locomotor 13
role & imaginative 1 
(chasing Games)
Total Elements 14

Age Range 
6 - 12 years

Play Type 
physical, intellectual, social, 
imaginative, challenging, 
locomotor

Installation Time 
20 hours

Heaviest Component 
200kg

Total Weight 
800kg

product speciFics

16 17
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1

For a Free consultation and a quotation call 01977 653 200

Incognito
the popular 10m long glide forms the focal point for incognito. not just a fun ride, the glide 
takes upper body strength to hold onto until the end, a great work out with a challenging 
route back to the start station. start with a high bounce on the spring board, up the 
stepping poles, onto the platform and down the V net to start all over again.

CZU017 Bark, sand fill
CZW017 Rubber surfacing

saFetY surFacinG    Area 98.1m2    Perimeter 48.2m    HIC 1m/ 60.6m2    HIC 1.5m/ 37.5m2

Side Elevation

total 
height 
3.4m

deck 
height 
1.5m

Age Range 
6 - 12 years

Play Type 
physical, intellectual, social, 
imaginative, challenging, 
locomotor

Installation Time 
22 hours

Heaviest Component 
150kg

Total Weight 
450kg

product speciFics

Scale - 1:250

15.8m

7.4m

Play Value Elements

physical / locomotor 11
role & imaginative 1 
(chasing games)
Total Elements 12

18 19
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Pursuit
pursuit is a compact mission unit incorporating a challenging small circuit. a 3m 
hand ring traverse tests upper body strength, and our proper hammock aids rest and 
relaxation once completed. this combination of risk and rest is very popular with all 
ages, giving young people the self determination to play as and when they want. 

 
CZU018 Bark, sand fill
CZW018 Rubber surfacing

saFetY surFacinG    Area 91.6m2    Perimeter 38.2m    HIC 1m/ 30m2    HIC 1.8m/ 9.4m2    HIC 2.7m/ 52.1m2

Scale - 1:250

12.2m

10.9m

Age Range 
6 - 12 years

Play Type 
physical, intellectual, social, 
imaginative, challenging, 
locomotor

Installation Time 
22 hours

Heaviest Component 
160kg

Total Weight 
420kg

product speciFics

Side Elevation

total 
height 
3.2m

deck 
height 
1.8m

Play Value Elements

physical / locomotor 10
role & imaginative 1 
(chasing Games)
social 1
Total Elements 12
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